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LTP BOILED LINSEED OIL

Health,Safety & Environmental:

Impregnating Oil Based Sealer.

Keep out of the reach of children.

Interior and exterior use.

Do not drink. Keep away from clothing/combustible
materials. Store in a closed container. May cause minor
irritation on skin contact. May cause minor irritation on eye
contact.

Traditional sealer for terracotta and wood.
For protecting and enhancing machine and hand made
terracotta. Fills and hardens within the open pores of the
terracotta inhibiting the absorption of grime and fluids. Offers
good mechanical strength to low fired handmade terracotta.
Ideal for wooden garden furniture and decking.
IMPORTANT: Do not let the oil oxidise on the surface.
Remove any unabsorbed surplus within one hour of the
application using a clean cloth and, if necessary, a little
White Spirit. Experiment on your surface to establish the
number of coats required to achieve full saturation.

Directions for use:

Dispose of contents/container to a licensed waste centre in
accordance with local/regional /national/international
regulations.
Label in Accordance With (EC) No 1272/2008

DO NOT LEAVE SOILED APPLICATION CLOTHS WHERE
THEY MAY CONSTITUTE A FIRE RISK, AS THEY ARE
LIABLE TO SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION.

Important:

Terracotta: Apply by brush a coat at a time until the tiles are
saturated. Allow at least 12 hours between each coat to
ensure that the oil thoroughly cures. Most Terracotta will take
one or two coats to reach saturation, while others,
particularly some of hand made terracotta, may take as
many as four or five coats. Leave the final coat to dry for at
least 24 hours before polishing with LTP Clear or Antique
Wax or finishing with LTP Ironwax Gloss or Satin.

All rags and cloths used should be immediately burnt, or if
this is not possible soaked in soapy water before disposing
of in a bin. The application cloths should never be crumpled
up into a ball.

Wood: Ensure that the surface is clean and dry. Apply with a
paint brush or cloth following the grain and allow to absorb
and dry.

Coverage M² per coat (approx.)
2ltr

5ltr

Lower porosity surfaces

30m²

75m²

Medium porosity surfaces

20m²

50m²

Higher porosity surfaces

10m²

25m²

Storage information:
Keep in a cool, dry, frost-free environment. Shelf Life – Up to
4 years for un-opened containers

Other:
Clean application brushes with white spirit.

This information is offered without guarantee. The material should be
used so as to take account of the local conditions and the surfaces to
be treated. In case of doubt, the product should be tried out in an
inconspicuous area.

